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Abstract

Background and aims

Direct-acting antivirals (DAAs) against hepatitis C virus (HCV) exert high anti-HCV activity

and are expected to show anti-inflammatory effects associated with HCV elimination. Fur-

thermore, hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is known to dedifferentiate from hypovascular

tumors, such as dysplastic nodules or well-differentiated HCC, to hypervascular tumors. We

therefore explored whether or not DAAs can suppress the growth and hypervascularization

of hypovascular tumors.

Methods

We enrolled 481 patients with HCV genotype 1 infection who were treated with Daclatasvir

and Asunaprevir therapy. Of these, 29 patients had 33 hypovascular tumors, which were

confirmed by contrast-enhanced MRI or CT before therapy. We prospectively analyzed the

cumulative incidence of HCC, i.e. the growth or hypervascularization of hypovascular

tumors, and compared the HCC development rates between patients with hypovascular

tumors and those without any tumors.

Results

The mean size of the hypovascular tumors was 11.3 mm. Twenty seven of 29 patients who

achieved an SVR had 31 nodules, 19 of 31 nodules (61.3%) showed tumor growth or
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hypervascularization, and 12 (38.7%) nodules showed no change or improvement. The

cumulative incidence rates of tumor growth or hypervascularization were 19.4% at 1 year,

36.0% at 2 years, 56.6% at 3 years, and 65.3% at 4 years. Among the patients who

achieved a sustained virologic response, the cumulative HCC development rates of patients

with hypovascular tumors was significantly higher than in those without any tumors. A Cox

proportional hazard analysis showed that a history of HCC therapy, the presence of a hypo-

vascular tumor, and AFP >4.6 ng/mL at the end of treatment were independent risk factors

for HCC development.

Conclusion

Hypovascular tumors developed into HCC at a high rate despite the elimination of HCV by

DAAs. As patients with hypovascular tumors were shown to have a high risk of HCC devel-

opment, they should undergo strict HCC surveillance.

Introduction

Liver cancer is the sixth-most commonly diagnosed cancer and the fourth leading cause of

cancer death worldwide [1, 2]. The majority of primary liver cancer is hepatocellular carci-

noma (HCC). HCC occurs in patients with underlying liver disease, mostly as a result of hepa-

titis B or C virus (HBV or HCV) infection or alcohol abuse [2]. The persistent inflammation

caused by HCV infection causes liver fibrosis, leading to cirrhosis and HCC [3]. One of the

goals of therapy is to cure HCV infection in order to prevent the complications of HCV-related

liver diseases, including hepatic necroinflammation, fibrosis, cirrhosis, decompensated cirrho-

sis, HCC, and death [4].

HCC occurs as a result of hepatic inflammation and/or changes in the tumor microenvi-

ronment [2]. Interferon (IFN)-based therapy for chronic hepatitis C provides therapeutic ben-

efits, such as the suppression of progressive fibrosis via HCV elimination, thereby preventing

HCC [5, 6]. As a mechanism for suppressing hepatocarcinogenesis by IFN, the involvement of

a direct antiviral effect and tumor-suppressive action through the induction of antitumor

immunity have been considered [7, 8].

Direct-acting antivirals (DAAs) against HCV exert high anti-HCV activity via direct action

on the viral protein to inhibit viral growth and replication, and are expected to show anti-

inflammatory effects associated with HCV elimination [1]. Recently, some reports shows that

DAA also prevent hepatocarcinogenesis in a manner similar to IFN [9–12].

Furthermore, HCC is known to dedifferentiate from hypovascular liver tumors (dysplastic

nodules and well-differentiated HCC) to hypervascular tumors [13, 14]. With this rationale,

we therefore examined whether or not DAAs can suppress the growth and hypervasculariza-

tion of hypovascular liver tumors.

Materials and methods

Patients

Fig 1 shows the flow chart of study patient enrollment. We enrolled 481 patients with HCV

genotype 1 infection who were treated with daclatasvir (DCV; Daklinza; Bristol-Myers Squibb,

New York, NY, USA) at 60 mg/day once daily and asunaprevir (ASV; Sunvepra; Bristol-Myers

Squibb) at 200 mg/day twice daily for 24 weeks, including patients who had previously
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undergone curative HCC therapy such as surgical resection or radio frequency ablation (RFA)

and discontinued therapy due to adverse events, at 21 facilities belonging to the Kagoshima

Liver Study Group in Japan, between September, 2014, and December, 2016. A sustained viro-

logic response (SVR) was defined as undetectable HCV RNA at 24 weeks after the end of

treatment.

Among these patients, 29 patients had hypovascular tumors that were confirmed by con-

trast-enhanced (CE) MRI or CT before therapy. These surveys were conducted approximately

50 days before therapy. They were prospectively observed every three to four months to assess

the tumor size and hypervascularization status. HCC development was defined by 20% growth

or hypervascularization of a hypovascular nodule. We analyzed the cumulative incidence rates

of growth or hypervascularization of hypovascular nodules. In contrast, 452 patients were con-

firmed to be tumor-free by ultrasound sonography (US), CT, or MRI before DAA therapy and

underwent HCC surveillance according to Japanese guidelines. These guidelines state that cir-

rhotic patients have an extremely high risk of developing HCC and should be monitored every

three to four months and that non-cirrhotic patients have a high risk of developing HCC and

should be monitored every six months by US, CT, or MRI [15]. HCC was diagnosed when typ-

ical vascular findings were observed by CE-CT or MRI, i.e. hyper-enhancement in the arterial

phase and a washout pattern in the portal or delayed phase.

We analyzed the respective cumulative HCC development rates of patients with hypovascu-

lar tumors and those without any tumors. Among the patients who achieved an SVR, 168 with-

out a hypovascular tumor underwent CE-MRI or CT within 2 year before therapy or during

Fig 1. Flow chart of study patient enrollment. �underwent contrast-enhanced MRI or CT within two years before therapy or during DAA therapy.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0237475.g001
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DAA therapy. We compared the cumulative HCC development rates between patients with

and without hypovascular tumors. The Fib-4 index, a surrogate marker of liver fibrosis, was

calculated based on the methods of a previous study [16]. The initiation of the observation

period was defined as the initiation of DAA treatment.

The study protocol conformed to the ethical guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and

was approved by Kagoshima University Hospital and the research ethics committee of each

participating facility on December 10, 2014, and October 21, 2015 (approval number: 26–142,

26–143, and 27–118). Written informed consent was obtained from each patient.

Definition of hypovascular tumor

Hypovascular tumors were diagnosed by gadolinium ethoxybenzyl diethlenetriamine pentaa-

cetic acid (Gd-EOB-DTPA) CE-MRI based on scans showing no intense enhancement in the

arterial phase but a low signal intensity indicating a hypovascular liver tumor (i.e. dysplastic

nodules and well-differentiated HCC) in the hepatobiliary phase or CE-CT showing no

enhancement in the arterial phase but a low density in the arterial, portal, or delayed phase.

Detection of HCV resistance-associated substitutions (RAS)

As described in detail previously, we investigated the viral genome sequence by direct sequenc-

ing [17–19]. The nucleotide sequences of the second amplicons were determined using a Big-

Dye Terminator v3.1 Cycle Sequencing Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)

and Sanger sequencing. The sequences of the non-structural (NS) 3 and NS5A RAS positions

in the HCV gene were determined using HCV-Con1 (accession no. AJ238799)

Statistical analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using the IBM Statistical Package for Social Sciences

(SPSS) software program (version 22 IBM SPSS Statistics, Armonk, NY, USA). Categorical

data were compared using the chi-squared test and Fisher’s exact test, as appropriate. Continu-

ous variables were analyzed using the Mann-Whitney U test. The Kaplan–Meier method and

log rank test were used to analyze the cumulative HCC development rates. P values of<0.05

were considered to indicate statistical significance. Factors associated with HCC development

were determined using a Cox proportional hazards analysis with forward selection using

p<0.10 as a cutoff for inclusion in the model. For the categorical data, we determined the cut-

off values at which the optimal sensitivity and specificity were achieved using receiver operat-

ing characteristic curves.

Results

Baseline characteristic of patients with hypovascular tumor

The baseline characteristic of patients with hypovascular tumors showed that the mean age

was 73 years old, 34.5% were male, 79.3% had liver cirrhosis, and 41.4% had a history of HCC

therapy. Thirty-three tumors were detected in 29 patients, and the mean hypovascular tumor

size was 11.3 mm (Table 1). No patients had RAS of NS5A L31 or Y93 or NS3 D168 at baseline.

Twenty-seven patients (93.1%) achieved an SVR.

On comparing the baseline characteristics between patients with hypovascular tumors and

those without any tumors, the patients with hypovascular tumors tended to be older; more fre-

quently had liver cirrhosis and a history of HCC therapy; and had higher values of total biliru-

bin, hyaluronic acid, Fib-4 index, and AFP before therapy and at the end of treatment and

lower platelet counts and albumin levels than those without any tumors (Table 1).
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Outcomes of hypovascular tumors in patients who achieved an SVR

Fig 2 shows the outcomes of hypovascular tumors in patients who achieved an SVR. In 27 of

29 patients with hypovascular tumors who achieved an SVR, 4 patients had 2 hypovascular

tumors each, resulting in 31 hypovascular tumors in total. Of these 31 nodules, 19 (61.3%)

showed tumor growth or hypervascularization, while 12 (38.7%) showed no change or

improvement. Among the patients with two hypovascular tumors, both tumors in two patients

showed no change, while the tumors in the other two patients showed hypervascularization in

one nodule and no change in the other. Two patients developed HCC in other lesions, but the

hypovascular tumor did not change. Three nodules were treated by surgery, nine were treated

by RFA, and seven were treated by transcatheter arterial chemoembolization (TACE). No sta-

tistically significant differences were observed between tumor growth or hypervascularization

and no change or improvement regarding the hypovascular tumor size (10.4±2.5 mm vs. 12.2

±4.7 mm, p = 0.318).

The cumulative incidence rates of growth or hypervascularization of

hypovascular tumors

In patients who achieved an SVR, the cumulative incidence rates of growth or hypervasculari-

zation of hypovascular tumors were 19.4% at 1 year, 36.0% at 2 years, 56.6% at 3 years, and

65.3% at 4 years (Fig 3A). In addition, the respective cumulative HCC development rates of

patients with and without a history of curative HCC therapy were 23.1% and 16.7% at 1 year,

55.1% and 22.2% at 2 years, 73.1% and 44.5% at 3 years, and 82.1% and 52.5% at 4 years,

respectively (Fig 3B). There was no significant difference in patients with and without a history

of curative HCC therapy (p = 0.113) (Fig 3B). In addition, there were no patients who had

unexpected tumor growth during the observation periods.

Table 1. Baseline characteristic of patients with hypovascular tumors and without any tumor.

Total (n = 481) tumor(-) (n = 452) Hypovascular tumor(+) (n = 29) P value

Age, years 68.8±9.1 68.5±9.2 73.1±5.5 0.007

Male, n (%) 193 (40.1) 183 (40.5) 10 (34.5) 0.332

Liver cirrhosis, n (%) 133 (27.7) 110 (24.3) 23 (79.3) <0.001

History of interferon-based therapy, n (%) 255 (53.0) 236 (52.2) 19 (65.5) 0.373

History of HCC therapy, n (%) 53 (11.0) 41 (9.1) 12 (41.4) <0.001

Platelets, ×104/μL (n = 480) 13.6±5.5 13.9±5.4 9.6±5.0 <0.001

Total bilirubin, mg/dL (n = 480) 0.8±0.4 0.8±0.4 1.0±0.5 0.029

ALT, U/L 49±37 49±38 53±32 0.088

GGT, U/L (n = 480) 44±42 43±43 47±28 0.130

Albumin, g/dL (n = 468) 4.0±0.4 4.0±0.4 3.8±0.6 0.007

Hyaluronic acid, ng/mL (n = 413) 225±389 214±383 431±446 0.001

Fib-4 index (n = 480) 4.69±3.33 4.50±3.21 7.52±3.93 <0.001

AFP (Before), ng/mL (n = 479) 12.4±30.3 11.8±30.4 22.6±26.1 <0.001

AFP (End of treatment), ng/mL (n = 453) 6.0±12.8 5.8±12.7 9.0±12.7 0.017

DCP, mAU/mL (n = 375) 21.4±11.2 20.8±10.1 28.7±20.5 0.069

SVR, n (%) 422 (87.7) 395 (87.4) 27 (93.1) 0.284

Hypovascular tumor size, mm (n = 33) - - 11.3±3.7 -

HCC development, n (%) 65 (13.5) 44 (9.7) 21 (72.4) <0.001

Data are shown as the mean ± standard deviation. HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; ALT, alanine transaminase; GGT, γ-glutamyltransferase; AFP, α-fetoprotein; DCP,

des-γ-carboxy prothrombin; SVR, sustained virologic response

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0237475.t001
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Fig 2. Outcome of hypovascular tumors in patients who achieved an SVR. �Four patients had two hypovascular tumors each, and in two of these patients, one nodule

showed hypervascularization, while the other nodule showed no change. ��Two patients developed HCC in other lesions, but the hypovascular tumor did not change.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0237475.g002

Fig 3. Cumulative incidence rates of growth or hypervascularization of hypovascular tumor. (a) Cumulative incidence rates of growth or hypervascularization of

hypovascular tumors. (b) Cumulative incidence rates in patients with or without a history of HCC therapy.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0237475.g003
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The comparison of the incidence of HCC between patients with

hypovascular tumors and without any tumors who achieved an SVR

We compared the incidence of HCC between patients with hypovascular tumors and those

without any tumors who achieved an SVR. Overall, 422 patients (87.7%) achieved an SVR

(including 36 patients discontinued therapy), and 56 developed HCC (Table 2). Among

patients who achieved an SVR, a univariate analysis showed that patients who developed HCC

were more frequently male and had liver cirrhosis, a history of HCC therapy, and lower plate-

let and albumin values and higher ALT, GGT, hyaluronic acid, fib-4 index, and AFP values

before and at the end of treatment (Table 2).

We performed a multivariate analysis using factors that were significantly different in the uni-

variate analysis as covariates. A Cox proportional hazard analysis showed that a history of HCC

therapy, the presence of hypovascular tumor, and an AFP>4.6 ng/mL at the end of treatment

were independent risk factors for HCC development (Table 3). Among patients without any

tumors who achieved an SVR, 168 underwent CE-MRI or CT within 2 years before therapy or

during DCV+ASV therapy (Fig 1). The patients who underwent CT or MRI before DAA therapy

had higher rates of HCC development than those who underwent US alone. Because the patients

who underwent CT or MRI more frequently had liver cirrhosis and a history of HCC therapy, had

higher total bilirubin, GGT, hyaluronic acid, Fib-4 index, and AFP values before therapy and at

the end of treatment, and had lower platelet counts and albumin levels than those who underwent

US alone (S1 Table). We performed a Cox proportional hazard analysis in patients who under-

went CE-MRI or CT including hypovascular tumors, and similar results were obtained (Table 3).

The comparison of the incidence of HCC between patients with or without

hypovascular tumors and a history of HCC therapy who achieved an SVR

We compared the cumulative HCC development rates of patients with or without a hypovas-

cular tumor and the history of HCC therapy. The patients were classified into four groups

Table 2. Baseline characteristics of patients who achieved an SVR.

Total (n = 422) HCC development(-) (n = 366) HCC development(+) (n = 56) P value

Age, years 68.8±9.2 68.5±9.5 70.8±7.4 0.120

Male, n (%) 177 (41.9) 147 (40.2) 30 (53.6) 0.041

Liver Cirrhosis, n (%) 109 (27.7) 79 (21.6) 30 (53.6) <0.001

History of interferon-based therapy, n (%) (n = 421) 218 (51.7) 181 (49.5) 37 (66.1) 0.066

History of HCC therapy, n (%) 46 (10.9) 19 (5.2) 27 (48.2) <0.001

Presence of hypovascular tumor, n (%) 27 (6.4) 7 (1.9) 20 (35.7) <0.001

Platelets, ×104/μL 13.7±5.5 14.1±5.4 11.2±5.4 <0.001

Total bilirubin, mg/dL 0.8±0.4 0.8±0.3 0.9±0.4 0.223

ALT, U/L 49±38 49±39 53±28 0.009

GGT, U/L (n = 421) 42±36 40±32 59±55 0.002

Albumin, g/dL (n = 412) 4.0±0.4 4.0±0.4 3.8±0.5 <0.001

Hyaluronic acid, ng/mL (n = 359) 230±411 213±390 347±526 <0.001

Fib-4 index 4.67±3.40 4.40±3.27 6.44±3.72 <0.001

AFP (Before), ng/mL (n = 420) 11.4±22.9 9.5±16.1 23.6±45.5 <0.001

AFP (End of treatment), ng/mL (n = 399) 5.7±12.3 5.1±12.1 9.2±12.9 <0.001

DCP, mAU/mL (n = 327) 21.7±11.7 20.9±11.0 26.2±14.5 0.069

Data are shown as the mean ± standard deviation.

HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; ALT, alanine transaminase; GGT, γ-glutamyltransferase; AFP, α-fetoprotein; DCP, des-γ-carboxy prothrombin; SVR, sustained

virologic response

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0237475.t002
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according to the presence of a hypovascular tumor and the history of HCC therapy, and the

cumulative HCC development rates were examined in each group. The four groups were as

follows: (a) no hypovascular tumor and no history of HCC therapy, (b) no hypovascular

tumor and a history of HCC therapy, (c) a hypovascular tumor and no history of HCC therapy,

and (d) a hypovascular tumor and a history of HCC therapy.

The cumulative HCC development rates at 1, 2, 3, and 4 years were as follows: group

a = 0.6%, 2.8%, 3.8%, 4.8%; group b = 8.8%, 29.4%, 38.4%, 42.5%; group c = 26.7%, 33.3%,

50.6%, 73.7%; and group d = 41.7%, 66.7%, 83.3%, 91.7%, respectively (Fig 4A). Groups b, c,

and d showed significantly higher cumulative HCC development rates than group a, and

group d showed a significantly higher cumulative HCC development rate than group b (Fig

4A).

Similarly, we analyzed patients who underwent CE-MRI or CT. The cumulative HCC

development rates at 1, 2, 3, and 4 years were as follows: group a = 1.4%, 4.4%, 5.9%, 8.3%;

group b = 10.3%, 34.5%, 41.4%, 45.9%; group c = 26.7%, 33.3%, 50.6%, 73.7%; and group

d = 41.7%, 66.7%, 83.3%, 91.7%, respectively (Fig 4B). Groups b, c, and d showed significantly

higher cumulative HCC development rates than group a, and group d showed a significantly

higher cumulative HCC development rate than group b (Fig 4B).

Discussion

In the present study, we investigated the cumulative incidence rates of growth or hypervascu-

larization of hypovascular tumors in 29 patients who were infected with HCV and treated by

DAAs. The present study has novelty in the part that examined the detailed clinical course of

hypovascular tumors. In patients who achieved an SVR, the cumulative incidence rates of

growth or hypervascularization of hypovascular tumors were 19.4% at 1 year, 36.0% at 2 years,

56.6% at 3 years, and 65.3% at 4 years (Fig 3A). In previous studies, the cumulative incidence

rates of hypervascularization were 14.9%-25% at 1 year and 45.8%-51% at 2 years [20–22],

especially, high-grade dysplastic nodule had high HCC development rates [14]. Toyoda et al.

showed the rates of hypervascularization of hypovascular tumors did not differ markedly

between the study patients who achieved an SVR and the propensity score-matched patients

persistent HCV infection [23]. Compared with previous reports, the cumulative incidence

Table 3. Factors associated with HCC development.

Category Cut off Multivariate analysis

Hazard Ratio 95% CI P value

Among the patients who achieved SVR (n = 331)

Sex Male 1.754 0.959–3.210 0.068

History of HCC therapy Yes 6.947 3.685–13.099 <0.001

Hypovascular tumor Presence 5.119 2.566–10.210 <0.001

AFP level at end of treatment >4.6 ng/mL 2.377 1.298–4.353 0.005

Among the patients who achieved SVR and underwent contrast-enhanced MRI or CT within 2 year before therapy or during DAA therapy (n = 156)
History of HCC therapy Yes 5.200 2.671–10.125 <0.001

Hypovascular tumor Presence 4.097 2.038–8.237 <0.001

AFP level at end of treatment >4.6 ng/mL 2.133 1.105–4.116 0.024

Other covariates were the age, presence of cirrhosis, platelet, alanine transaminase, γ-glutamyltransferase, and hyaluronic acid, albumin, AFP before therapy, and Fib-4

index.

HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; 95% CI, 95% confidence interval; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; SVR, sustained virologic response; MRI, magnetic resonance

imaging; CT, computed tomography; DAA, direct acting antivirals; AFP, alfa-fetoprotein

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0237475.t003
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rates of hypervascularization were not markedly different in the present study, although the

background characteristics were different, including patients with etiologies other than HCV.

In other words, DAAs cannot suppress the growth and hypervascularization of hypovascular

tumors.

In addition, four patients had two hypovascular tumors each, and in two of these patients,

one nodule showed hypervascularization, while the other nodule showed no change (Fig 2). It

was considered that these two tumors in these patients had multicentric growth and a different

carcinogenic potential in each tumor. In contrast, two patients developed small HCC in other

lesions, but their hypovascular tumors showed no change (Fig 2). Of these two patients, one

patient with a history of HCC therapy might have developed HCC due to intrahepatic metasta-

sis. However, the other patient did not have any history of HCC. Therefore, the eradication of

HCV by DAA therapy may not influence the hypervascularization of hypovascular tumors.

However, there are some unclear points concerning the hypervascularization of hypovascular

tumors, so the factors associated with the hypervascularization of hypovascular tumors will

need to be clarified in a large study population in the future.

Several previous studies have shown the cumulative HCC developing rate in HCV-infected

patients with hypovascular tumors who were treated with DAAs. Toyoda et al. showed that,

among 164 patients with HCV cirrhosis who achieved an SVR by DAA therapy just before the

start of therapy, 38 had non-hypervascular hypointense nodules (NHHNs) on EOB-MRI, and

Fig 4. The comparison of the incidence of HCC between patients with or without hypovascular tumors and a history of HCC therapy who achieved SVR. (a)

Cumulative incidence rates of HCC among the four groups. (b) Cumulative incidence rates of HCC among the four groups in patients who underwent contrast-

enhanced MRI or CT within two year before therapy or during DAA therapy. Group a, no hypovascular tumor and no history of HCC therapy; group b, no

hypovascular tumor and a history of HCC therapy; group c, a hypovascular tumor and no history of HCC therapy; and group d, a hypovascular tumor and a history of

HCC therapy.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0237475.g004
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hypervascularization of NHHNs was observed in 17 patients (44.7%) [24]. Similarly, Ooka

et al. showed that, in 864 patients with HCV infection across 2 cohorts, 41 patients developed

HCC within 1 year after DAA therapy, and the factor associated with 1-year HCC occurrence

and recurrence was the existence of a ‘‘dysplastic nodule” on imaging [25]. Marino et al.

showed that, in 1,123 patients with cirrhosis who were treated with DAAs, 80 (7%) had non-

characterized nodules, and the risk of HCC was significantly increased in patients with non-

characterized nodules at baseline [26].

The common findings of the above reports were that patients with hypovascular tumors

developed an early incidence of HCC. In the present study, the HCC development rates were

higher in patients with hypovascular tumors than in those without any tumors and were simi-

lar to the rates in patients without any tumors who had a history of HCC therapy, although the

background characteristics were different (Fig 4A and 4B). Furthermore, the patients with

hypovascular tumors who had a history of HCC therapy had the highest incidence of HCC.

Previous reports were observational studies conducted for one to two years after treatment,

but the present study were observed for three to four years after DAA treatment. Since patients

with hypovascular tumors have a high hepatocarcinogenetic potential, we should conduct peri-

odic follow-up, such as tumor marker measurements and imaging, for a long time.

Recently, the elimination of HCV induced by DAA was shown to reduce the risk of HCC

development and mortality in a large-scale observational study [10, 11, 27, 28]. In addition, the

risk of HCC recurrence with DAA treatment is not markedly different from that with IFN

treatment [12, 29, 30]. However, it has also been reported that DAA treatment may cause an

unexpected onset of HCC [31, 32]. Although the mechanism underlying this unexpected onset

of HCC has not been fully clarified, viral elimination by DAA treatment might reduce IFN-

alfa-induced intrahepatic immunity, thus resulting in a rapid decrease in natural killer (NK)

cell activity and the normalization of the NK cell cytotoxic effector function [33]. In addition,

DAAs rapidly reduce inflammation but increase serum vascular endothelial growth factor

(VEGF) levels [34], and the DAA-mediated increase in VEGF favors HCC recurrence/occur-

rence in susceptible patients with more severe fibrosis and splanchnic collateralization who

already have abnormal activation in liver tissues of neo-angiogenetic pathways, like angiopoie-

tin-2 [35]. Such immunological changes may be associated with a reduction in the immuno-

surveillance mechanism of neoplastic clones and an increase in VEGF and may thus promote

hepatocarcinogenesis.

The present study was associated with several limitations. First, the number of study

patients was small. Second, there were several missing values in the multivariate analysis, so

the number of patients who were able to be examined was reduced. Third, various potentially

influential factors (alcohol intake, obesity, etc.) were not examined after treatment. Fourth, 29

patients had hypovascular tumors that were confirmed by CE-MRI or CT. These surveys were

conducted approximately 50 days before therapy. Further, 452 patients received DAA therapy

after they were confirmed to be tumor-free by US, CT, or MRI. However, we did not confirm

the exact US survey points before therapy. Thus, the start of the observation period was

defined as the time at which DAA treatment was initiated. In addition, 168 patients without a

hypovascular tumor underwent CE-MRI or CT within 2 years before therapy or during DAA

therapy. Unfortunately, there were few patients who underwent CT or MRI immediately

before DAA therapy. We cannot rule out the possibility of growth or hypervascularization of

hypovascular tumors, or HCC development in patients who were tumor-free before DAA

therapy. Thus, a future study should analyze a larger cohort which imaging surveillance was

performed immediately before DAA therapy.

We concluded that hypovascular tumors developed into HCC at a high rate despite the

elimination of HCV by DAAs. This suggests that DAAs cannot suppress the growth and
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hypervascularization of hypovascular tumors. As patients with hypovascular tumors tend to be

older and frequently have liver cirrhosis along with a high risk of HCC development, they

should undergo HCC surveillance carefully, similar to patients with a history of HCC therapy.
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